
REINHARD STROHM

THE BIRTH OF THE MUSIC BOOK

BOOKS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

‘B.O.O.K.’ (Biodegradable Operational Organizer of Knowledge) or ‘L.I.B.R.O.’
(Leggitore Interattivo Bibliomorfo Rapido Organizzato) are acronyms apparently
referring to the latest types of computers, but really they are jokes familiar to library
users. People snigger about them as they seem to reveal a certain circularity in the
development of information systems.

The analogy between the information storage and retrieval systems represented
by the book and by the computer is only apparent. A computer is a virtual
information processor, not identifiable with any particular segment of information,
and thus rather comparable to a printing press or a medieval scriptorium, whereas a
single book containing specific information might rather be compared to a single
data-base, DVD opera performance or computer game on CD-ROM. The similarity
is particularly great for those who are interested in the ludic potential of the object
called ‘book’. What has enabled, however, our new sort of ‘legibility of the world’,
to borrow Hans Blumenberg’s phrase,1 is rather the combination of the processor, the
data storage and the internet altogether. Information technology, which has brought
the ‘world library’ onto your desk, is the offspring not only of the book, but even
more of the library and the museum culture of Western eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century civilisation as a whole. In one sense, it has repeated the invention of the
book, or of printing, on a higher technical level of comprehensivity and
sophistication, but in another sense it has drawn the consequences from nineteenth-
century technological and cultural conditions. It has continued the trends of
rationalisation, dissemination and democratisation, and it belongs in the same loop
of cultural history as do many other bourgeois-industrial innovations.

Printing itself had a dual status in cultural history as well. Printing from movable
type was initially used to perpetuate and intensify a manuscript culture which, in
turn, had originated under different cultural conditions and whose technical
innovations (ideographs, alphabetic script, ink and parchment, paper, printing from
wood and metal plates) were all retained. On the other hand, printing then developed
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into a force which transformed more general cultural conditions. Thus we do not
actually observe a ‘paradigm shift’ from one culture to another, but something like a
re-occupation or re-interpretation of a given discourse. What has functioned within a
previous set of conditions now adapts itself to a different set of conditions; in this
process, the discourse may then change.2

The phenomenon of the early printed book in private hands was not spectacularly
novel by comparison with manuscript cultures; book collecting and book trade only
gradually began to develop into the library and publishing network of the
enlightenment period. This slow change, however, was possible under a condition
which was inherently different from that of manuscript culture: the condition that the
information you acquire in a printed book is automatically shared with many other
readers unknown to you, whereas in manuscript culture the sharing of information
always required an individual step down the transmission ladder, so that every reader
occupied an individual position in the information tree (just as in oral trasmission).
Today, of all the data an individual can store and access with the means of
technology, practically none is available to him alone, even if encrypted. In this
radical separation of the transmitter from the transmitted we are farther removed
from medieval manuscript culture than any other age has been. The most decisive
change in our history of knowledge, however, was not the invention of printing but
the gradual transformation, in the fifteenth to eighteenth centuries, from single
ownership of a single repository of information (called ‘book’) to shared access to
global repositories.

CULTURAL VALUES AND REPRESENTATIONS

Books are not only devices for information storage and retrieval, but also cultural
icons related to general practices and beliefs; similar icons have not clearly emerged
yet in the sphere of digital technology.

The phenomenon of printing enjoys a great reputation among historians and the
general public today. We apparently feel that this invention, above others, has made
us what we are. We admire its amazing novelty, its seductive simplicity, we desire the
easier life it provides, the power over nature, the power over other people, the
democratic accessibility, and other such comforts. Print culture belongs to the
discourse of the ‘Modern Age’, and like other such discourses, has soaked up an
inevitable amount of nostalgia, for example resistance against ‘bookishness’. Books
are loved but also resented.

The aforementioned joke about the similarity of book and computer was that by
comparison with the computer, the book enjoys a much higher, culturally inflated
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status (an ‘ideo-value’, so to speak) which this story ‘de-flates’: the book is described
as if it were only a superior sort of computer. In turn, also the very different ‘techno-
value’ of the computer is ridiculed: it is implicitly presented as an inferior sort of
book. By ‘techno-value’ I mean that which is typically valued in a technological
device: the ability of the device to be efficiently made, designed, comprehended,
serviced, repaired, marketed and sold, not the ability of being used for a certain
purpose (which might be called its ‘eco-value’). Computers are for making and
selling, books are for reading and writing, notwithstanding the fact that books are
also made and sold, and computers also used for reading and writing. Going a step
further, reading and writing, the skills of ‘literacy’ in short, are not only useful, but
also a signature of the loftiest cultural discourses, of ‘ideo-values’. Here I mean the
discourses of author, work, literature, perhaps ‘art’; of understanding, innovation,
criticism, communication, education; of tradition, belief, revelation. The Bible
epitomizes the concept of the book in traditional Western culture. The ideology of the
third millennium attempts to inherit this culture’s loftier formulas, for example when
citing ‘computer literacy’and similar text-related metaphors. A context of eco- and
ideo-values around computers is only starting to be formed.

CANONS AND REPERTORY FORMATION

While text-related cultural discourses are gradually seeping into the IT language
today, they have already become conflictual in their own history of formation.
According to Michel Foucault, the discursive formations of ‘author’, ‘commentary’
and ‘discipline’ have assumed the function to restrict the discourses; such formations
are construed as transmitters or hinges between language and the supposedly mute
and solid world of things, whereas they remain unchallenged in themselves.3

Foucault’s claim can be applied to early print cultures: what a printed book does to
a greater extent than a manuscript is, for example, to claim neutrality and authority
as a transmitting device. It offers authoritative communication while neutralising its
source. It excludes illiterate people more thoroughly from the discussion than
manuscript culture does, because that culture implies closer contacts with the oral
sources of information. Printing relates differently to power and political control than
does manuscript culture. When King Henry VIII, in his struggle with the Roman
Church, imagined that the popular veneration of St Thomas of Canterbury was an
obstacle to his plans, he was forced, because of the still prevailing manuscript culture
in English churches, to send agents around the country to physically erase the feast
of the rebellious saint from all the liturgical books. Printing new canonical books and
placing the old ones on an index was the method of control adopted by later rulers.
As has often been observed, the printing press channelled knowledge and power, it
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led to the formation of institutions, professions, academies and academic disciplines,
communities which relate to each other on a general basis of shared canons.4

Compared with copying, printing conveys a different sort of canonicity to books
because they are bought, and thus supposedly needed, by a multitude rather than an
individual or a single institution. The very fact that others will read it too makes the
printed book canonical. As Iain Fenlon has observed, the music examples in certain
early sixteenth-century music treatises are taken from printed compositions which
were deemed by the authors of the treatises to be generally available.5 The printed
book tells a story of authority, but an authority formed by the transfer of ideas. Much
more than the volatility of editorial selection or patronal favour, the very existence of
printed editions of certain important texts (such as the Bible), and of commentaries
or doctrines relating to certain widely-acceptable ideas, works or themes, was the
distinguishing information which the post-medieval reader had to accept. As so often
happens, there is some precursory evidence: already Johannes Tinctoris, in his
Proportionale musices (c.1472-3), had underscored his praise of musical studies with
the assertion that music was a written tradition, being transmitted in ‘widely
disseminated codices’ of theological tracts, sacred chant and music theory.6 Tinctoris
already reflected the humanist idea of the educational value of the written tradition
and the first effects of printing. He also conceptualised of ‘the music book’ as
classifiable by its authoritative subject matter, not its performative status, since he
gathered theoretical writings and musical texts under the same heading.

I may now turn to my main question: how printing has changed musical
discourses and how this process may be compared to what happened with ‘literary’
books. First an attempt at a theoretical consideration of this difference.

MUSIC BOOKS AND OTHER BOOKS

To speak of a ‘literary book’, a ‘verbal book’or a ‘textual’ book would be
pleonastic; a book is implicitly a repository of verbal text or literature. But if it is a
‘music book’ you have to say that explicitly (which is also a sign that music is not
commonly considered to be a text). We make a half-inclusive distinction between
‘book’ and ‘music book’. How should we compare a music book with a ‘non-musical
book’ (my term for lack of a better one) regarding its contents and method of
transmission?
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This question easily triggers ontological comparison of various arts, and the
theoretical nature of music itself. It is often said, for example, that music is different
from literature (or fine art, and so forth) as it is performance and nothing else. When
adopting the paradigm ‘text versus act’, we tend to equate music with ‘act’. Music is
admittedly different from verbal art, mainly due to its special temporality, lack of
referentiality, and above all, its reliance on mediation in performance rather than direct
individual transfer into the mind. But we also know how historically changeable these
characteristics are, and how the written musical culture of the West has soaked up
traditional ideo-values of literature such as authorship, work-concept (unity, etc.)
transmission and tradition (old masters), monumentality (opus).7 These ideo-values are,
in turn, resented in postmodernist discourses: a sure sign that they are there.

The special status of music has been exaggerated. Action and oral gesture also
characterise dance and ritual, drama and similar types of literature, and yet these arts
can be subjected to the transmissional processes of verbal texts. On the other hand,
written music is often seen too exclusively as a member of the family of ‘aesthetic
texts’, together with poetry or narrative literature, and is thus incorrectly removed
from the family of non-fictional texts which make up most of our verbal culture. In
fact, much music is not part of an ‘aesthetic’ heritage; the categories of fiction and
non-fiction do not apply to music at all. Despite various ontologies of musical
cognition, signs representing words about music – in ‘music books’ i.e. books about
music - and signs representing musical tones – in ‘music books’ i.e. scores - may not
be so essentially different in their cultural function. They may have similar practical
applications, whether in individual consumption, education, or general transmission
of thought.

In the introduction to her colloquium report Music and the Cultures of Print, Kate
van Orden emphasizes the difference between musical texts and other texts: ‘What
sets music apart from literature... is the fact that musical texts are performative texts.
Musical texts presume a musical performance, with the result that music as manifest
in print leads a dual life as text and performance [...].’8 This seems unassailable, but if
music is a purely performative art, whereas literature is not, why haven’t Europeans
developed totally independent, efficient arrangements for the transmission of either
art? Why do musical texts form a sub-group of books rather than, for example,
musical instruments? The more we argue that musical texts always presume and
require performance, the less clear it becomes why over the centuries they developed
so much as texts; why the history of literature time and again resurfaces in the history
of musical texts, and why it was necessary to invent the musical book, and indeed
music printing.
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PRINTED MUSIC AND PERFORMANCE

The theoretical contrast between performative musical texts and non-
performative literary ones is mitigated in many historical circumstances. Throughout
much of European history there have been performative and ‘oral’ types of verbal
texts. Literature was read aloud in the Middle Ages and beyond, as van Orden readily
acknowledges. We have already mentioned drama which, when written, is like a
polyphonic score for performance; it may even have separate partbooks like music.
There are, on the other hand, non–performative uses of music, for example its
projection onto concepts of bodily or heavenly harmony. There are analogous
ceremonial and social uses in the reading of liturgical texts and the singing of well-
known printed songs, uses where the notation serves only as a memory-trigger and
to teach the novices, but not as a score for ‘performance’. There is, last but not least,
the possibility of people reading music silently (in the mind), a phenomenon not
everyone may be familiar with.9 The historical process of the introduction of music
printing, which created multiple opportunities for professionals and amateurs to
enjoy music domestically, becomes opaque when van Orden postulates the modern
triangle ‘composer – performer – audience’ as the framework in which music has to
exist. Despite recognising that ‘the multiplication of musical texts in print surely
initiated a rise in musical literacy’, and that ‘private music-making continued and
expanded’, she asserts: ‘Yet even in these cases, printed music perpetuated traditions
of performance in such a way that print stood alongside performance in the triangle
it formed with composers and audiences.’10 What is meant is that printed musical
texts mediated between composer and audience, fulfilling an analogous function to
the one which otherwise performance would have had alone. (It is not explained why
this should have been different in manuscript culture.) But sixteenth-century musical
practices could function without ‘the composer’ and ‘the audience’ altogether, a
conceptual pair more typical of later concert life. We know that in much music-
making performers and audience were the same, that composers were absent from,
or did not matter to, a large proportion of printed musical material, that composers
were often identical with performers, that music editions did not have to mediate
between performers and audience when they were not used in the act of performing,
or the listeners did not know them. Last but not least, there was the possibility that a
‘music book’ was actually a book of theory, and that the musician was a private
learner and consumer of printed musical images and ideas, without contact to
performances, composers or audiences.

Other strangely neglected phenomena, in van Orden’s colloquium and in much
other literature, are the transmission of music through generations and within
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families and close communities, the role of musical memory, the phenomenon of
education with the help of music notation, and the uses of notated music as memory
aid, monument, document, reference, repository, and regulative norm - functions
which verbal and musical notations often had in common. In all these respects, the
advent of music printing caused cultural changes, but changes affecting composition
or performance were not necessarily among them. For example, somebody who used
a book to teach her children some old songs, certainly made a performative use of it,
but whether she was using a manuscript or printed book was performatively as
irrelevant as whether she used a handwritten or printed Bible to read the evening
chapter from. Conversely, however, her access to printed editions could strongly
affect the repertory of songs she knew, just as the biblical translation or version she
used could be relevant to her beliefs. For this woman, it was not a performative
difference at all that was brought about by printing, but a mental and moral one.

Therefore, whether music is all about performance is itself in question,
particularly when it comes to its status as a book. The culture-dependent concepts of
‘the composer’ and of ‘the audience’ were not well ingrained in early modern culture
by 1501, although their later emergence was probably enhanced by printing.
Moreover, eco-values and ideo-values may have interacted in different ways from the
ones we are familiar with. A sixteenth-century reader of printed books might have
seen the main difference between a music book and one, say, of history, theology or
rhetoric, in the fact that the latter was more valuable. He would perhaps have a Liber
de musica in his library because it was valuable to him as a souvenir of his student
days. Although he might actively use his music book when performing from it,
composers and audiences, or professional performers, might have been irrelevant to
his usership. Such questions would only arrive from our modern view of his musical
experience.

MUSIC IN BOOK CULTURE

Why did European music, unlike that of other continents, ever require books for
its practices? Apart from fairly minor pragmatic advantages in using books while
performing or teaching, it was not so much the techno-value nor even the eco-value
of the book that became indispensable for music, but the ideo-value. By the time
music printing was invented, music books in various forms had long acquired a
certain canonicity, as is shown throughout the medieval period by religious reforms
which triggered the centralised revision of music books or even their burning, along
with more explicitly heretic or worldly literature. Also the classical icon of the book,
and the privileged concepts of workship and authorship, were appropriated by music
well before 1500; the adoption of the printing technology for music was only a
further escalation of this same process. With these appropriations, European music
used the classical tradition of the book and of literature to assimilate itself to a
change of the intellectual sphere. Also of the heavenly spheres: musical angels,
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originally used to singing from scrolls, in the later Middle Ages increasingly adopted
bound books for their concerts – choirbooks as well as partbooks.11

The late-classical concept of the book had already led to the practice of calling a
literary book after the discipline it describes, for example Musica. In Martianus
Capella’s allegory De Nuptiis Mercurii et Philologiae, ‘Musica’ is both an art and a
woman, but she can also be a book. The music book containing musical notes,
however, came into being only in the Carolingian age, in some connection with chant
reform and the codification of musical notation. Still, a book entitled Musica would
in those centuries primarily be a text ‘about’ music. Titles such as Musica enchiriadis
or Musica theorica made a book (or pocket-book) acquire a status as if it were
identical with the scholarly discipline itself, or with its allegory of a Muse (as in John
Hothby’s Calliopeia legale). The simple word ‘Musica’ remained a popular title for
music books, theoretical and practical, until the eighteenth century. Often, however,
theoretical books carried the more modest designations Liber de musica, Liber
musicus, or musicalis, even musicalium, and in the practical field we find the
specialised titles Liber organi, Liber mottettorum, Liber discantus, Liber missarum
and so forth; models were perhaps the Liber antiphonalium or antiphonalis and
similar chant-texts. With the Latin word ‘liber’, also the classical distinction between
a book and a literary work was transferred to music: ‘Liber’ is often only a segment
of a long literary work or, conversely, it may be a collection or anthology of many
small pieces. A musical ‘liber’ may also be the collection of all the music someone
has assembled for personal use (Liber fridolini sicheri). In the Renaissance and later,
manuscript or printed music books often resulted when an editor, not necessarily the
composer, assembled many smaller compositions in a volume; such a ‘book’ might
carry a number, itself being part of a series. J. S. Bach called the presentation
manuscript of his violin solos a Libro Primo, which suggests he wished to publish
the works together with another similar (unknown) set. The fluctuating relationship
between ‘book’ (as a bibliographic unit), ‘work’ and ‘author’ must be kept in mind
when assessing early musical prints.

The first musical book edited by Petrucci in 1501, the Harmonice musices
Odhecaton A., has a Greek title (meaning ‘100 odes of harmonic music, first book’).
Greek titles were a literary convention of humanist editions, particularly in Venice
(where Greek linguistic influence was strong); they are also found elsewhere in
musical and literary editions of the time. Usually, the attitude of the editor of such a
book was to promote authority while ‘deferring’ authorship. To give just a few
examples: Angelo Poliziano’s title Panepistemon (‘Know-All’; 1490-1) suggests a
comprehensive collection of knowledge but does not exactly claim Poliziano created
this knowledge; Nicolaus Wollick used the known term of Enchiridion Musices
(‘Pocket-Book’) for a ‘digest’ of established music theory (1509); Henricus
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Glareanus called his revised description of the modes Dodecachordon (‘Of the
twelve strings’; 1549), almost implying that the number ‘12’ was traditional and not
of his own making. In Greek religion, the number ‘100’ characterised solemn
ceremonies at which 100 animals were sacrificed (‘hecatombe’); some representative
courtly books of the late fourteenth century contained exactly or approximately 100
French or Italian compositions, stories or poems. Thus a classical and medieval
ancestry existed for at least some of the ideo-value which Petrucci tried to convey on
his novel product.

What was the traditional status and function of musical notation in a book? The
notated music book in the West began as a verbal text with added ancillary signs to
help its declamation aloud. The appearance of the notation on the page often
resembled that of marginal or interlinear glosses, added for the understanding of the
text, not as part of the text. But just as glosses often migrated into the texts
themselves, the added musical guide-signs for reading and performance became
primary texts in music books. Certain codices of medieval music are said to be
primarily literary collections to which notation has been added; but even in
Guillaume de Machaut’s literary work, the Livre de voir dit, the notation is far more
than a mere guide for the execution of the songs: it is an essential part of the artistic
text provided by the author. Its notational form (its ‘materiality’) rivals the beauty of
the poetry. By the late middle ages, adding music to words could become the very
legitimation of producing a book of them. The famous collections of Italian Trecento
polyphony, Hugo von Montfort’s and Oswald von Wolkenstein’s collected
Liederbücher, the books of English motets and carols, or Burgundian chansons,
would not have been made without the desire to preserve the musical compositions;
the poetic genres involved here rarely possessed a status which by itself would have
justified such opulent and artistic codification. In the sixteenth century, anthologies
of songs for solo voice and lute accompaniment were often set to normative four-part
counterpoint when being given to print. Petrucci’s books of frottole with their poesia
per musica were published in formalised polyphonic arrangements, like a lady who
puts on her best dress when going to church and being seen in public. Thus one
reason why music needed to be transmitted in books is that it was valued so highly,
that it was deemed to deserve book presentation. Music had moved into the ranks of
classical icons, offered beautiful materiality, had acquired the privileges of bookship:
the medieval development of book culture including its ideo-values had itself turned
music into books.

MUSIC PRINTING AND MUSICAL HISTORIOGRAPHY

Today it is difficult to talk objectively about historical change in book culture.
The innovation discourse around the introduction of printing, cumulated with
historiographic concepts such as ‘Renaissance music’, and awkwardly paralleled
with another ‘technological revolution’ in music, the advent of phonographic
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recordings,12 has strengthened rather than undermined the conventional
historiography based on concepts of innovation. In a false opposition of medieval and
Renaissance scholarship, a certain twentieth-century nostalgia regards manuscript
research as oldfashioned and ‘bookish’, but musical print culture as spontaneous,
oral and performative. A further complication is the modernist claim that we need to
demystify historical methodologies by replacing philology with taxonomies and hard
bibliographic data, such as are typical, for example, for print rather than manuscript
culture. Following this path, Jessie Ann Owens has deconstructed Josquin’s authority
as a composer by demonstrating how it arose from the fortuitous amount of copying
and printing of his music in many regions. That the ‘technological breakthrough’ of
music printing helped his reception, by comparison with that of his ‘equally
illustrious predecessors’, is her essential and persuasive argument.13 As regards the
opportunity for taxonomies, however, the sheer quantity of late-medieval music is
regularly underestimated by non-medievalists. In my review of the Illinois Catalogue
of music manuscripts of the period 1400 to 1550, submitted to the Journal of the
American Musicological Society (1995), I counted approximately 2000 composer
names in that catalogue; the review editor wrote back that I must have got my figure
wrong, as there were surely only 200.

The polemic against the dark middle ages, which we have inherited from the early
Renaissance humanists, has significantly influenced the historical periodisation of
music.14 In music, the Renaissance is thought to have arrived later than in other arts,
and there is a big problem of overlap between the epochal cultures. Nevertheless, the
advent of music printing, as it was delayed by comparison with that of word-printing,
is more closely identified with a musical Renaissance than necessary. The signal
character of the year ‘1501’ is misleading: music printing and the musical
Renaissance were not the same, and they did not both begin in 1501.

In calling for a revision of the exaggerated paradigm shift between print culture
and pre-print culture in music, I am not simply offering more mitigating evidence
about precedents in the Middle Ages, or of their survival within print culture. This
survival has already been illustrated by scholars such as Roger Chartier, with the
problematic effect that the traditional elements in sixteenth-century practice are now
perhaps too simply identified with ‘medieval’ remnants. The task, however, is a new
interpretation of cultural practices in the sixteenth century on the basis of its
immediate forerunner, the fifteenth. Is it really understood, for example, how much
the ideo-values of musical authorship, workship and bookship had become
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established in these two centuries? In 1962, a specialist of legal history, Hansjörg
Pohlmann, published a little-read study about the history of authorial rights in
music.15 He cited a series of sixteenth-century documents demonstrating the
consciousness of plagiarism and compositional ownership, the entrepreneurial
exploitation of musical works, and of course the musical work concept.

The particular image of the music book formed by Petrucci in 1501 was neither
a breakthrough nor a medieval remnant, but followed recent, late-medieval trends
which were culminating then. For example, Petrucci’s apparently novel choice of
selecting only foreign secular songs in the Odhecaton, only Mass cycles or only
motets in later volumes, corresponded directly to international developments of
manuscript repertoires and music books in the 1480s and 90s.

The same socio-economic changes which enabled book-printing and -selling
(capital accumulation, manufacture, urban markets, long-distance trade, and so on),
also enhanced the practices of artistic patronage and artistic autonomy, seemingly
conflicting tendencies. Already before Gutenberg, a system of relationships between
individuals and institutions existed in Europe (for example among educated
churchmen), which favoured the long-distance transfer not only of goods but also of
values. Instead of ‘transfer’, we might also say ‘re-naissance’. Printing radicalised
these transfers and placed a value on transferability itself, to which cultural
production now learned to conform. The creation of a book for transfer did not
depend on whether it was encoded in manuscript or print, nor even whether the book
now reached 500 readers instead of the traditional 12 or so; it was important that its
codes, its authority, its status as a product appealed to the 488 new readers if it did
reach them. This meant that the book, as a surplus provision to be injected into
virtual markets, instead of being a communication useful to just the local lord or
community, had to tell a virtual ‘story’ of its own wider provenance and legitimacy.
This ‘story’ would manifest itself not only in the contents (as with the Bible, the
Church Fathers, or Cicero) but equally importantly in titles, dedications, prefaces,
frontispieces, ordering principles, sub-sections, chapters and paragraphs, indices,
tables, colophons, illustrations and glosses – the traditional trappings of humanist
book culture. It was the story of authority, autonomy, patronage and transferability
which the humanistsof the Middle Ages had  already learned from classical antiquity.
The music book of the modern age, born from the classicist icon of the book itself,
now told the same ‘story’. For in each use of a printed book, there was an element of
re-viving something, whether Cicero’s works or Josquin’s motets. Also the re-edited
works of classical antiquity did much more than satisfy the day-to-day interests of
the European communities: they were transferable, ‘re-born’ items of a surplus
culture, feeding a virtual intellectual market. They were a net addition to the world.
Just like printed music books.
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15 HANSJÖRG POHLMANN, Die Frühgeschichte des musikalischen Urheberrechts (ca. 1400-1800) (Kassel,
etc.: Bärenreiter, 1962), passim.
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